Stramit® Resources

Steel building solutions for the mining and resources sector

Roofing and cladding
Structural sections
Steel floor framing
Technical support
Fully tested data
Cyclonic performance
Stramit\textsuperscript{\textregistered} solutions for the resources sector

Stramit Building Products offers a range of steel building solutions for remote construction projects, from small structures to components for major facilities. Quality and reliability are assured by Stramit’s research and development and ongoing testing regime.

All Stramit\textsuperscript{\textregistered} products are fully supported with technical advice and backed by engineered load tables to ensure the highest standards.

Engineering Support

- Technical advice and engineering support
- Fully engineered load tables
- Internal and independent testing
- Cyclone Testing Station sponsor
Roofing & Cladding
A range of profiles for all building types, from SPQs and walkways to major industrial structures. Stramit® cladding is engineered for all conditions, including cyclonic load performance.

- **Stramit® Corrugated** cladding, available curved for conveyor applications, plus narrow ribbed Mini Corry® wall and soffit cladding.
- **Longspan®** and **Monoclad®** profiles. Economic, practical, long-spanning.
- **Speed Deck Ultra®** concealed fixed decking and **FarLap®** roof lap system. Long roof runs, no step joints, shorter lengths, easier transport.
- **Sunset® Patio Panels** for walkways. Smooth underside, strong, easy to install.
- **Minirib®** cladding for SPQs and soffits. Available with **Miniseam™** rolled edge connection.
- **Ridge Vents** and **Louvres**.
- **Custom Flashing**. Barge caps, corner trims, foot moulds, etc., ready to install.

Structural Sections
Wide range of purlin and top hat profiles. Purlins from 100 to 350mm web. Specials up to 400mm, including lappable, downturn-lip, unequal flange and lipless.

- **Stramit® Boltless Bridging** is quick and easy to install.
- **Stramit Exacta®** optimised purlins, designed for maximum building efficiency.

Steel Floor Framing
For transportable units or on-site structures. Complete steel sub-flooring package, individually designed, fully engineered, certified, cut to size and delivered with all required components.

- Full design and quote service
- Drawings and take-off documentation
- Independent engineering certificate
- All floor framing sections and brackets
- Extras, including posts, piers, steel beams

Steel Coatings
- COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME® plus galvanised coatings.
- ZAM® coated steel with Class ZM coating to AS1397-2011 for structural sections in high corrosion areas.
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